
Cryptic Crossword #30

Clues marked by a * have solutions that are related. These clues are partial and contain no definition.
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Across

1 Lawyer's crazy game leads to legal injury (6)

4 * Bird thing is cooked (3,5)

10 Replacement "Ruskie" tag, or "Russian" characters 
from the East (9)

11 Boy with friend (5)

12 Good man's doubt after love for drug (5)

13 * Labour politician claims dodgy money (9)

14 * 30% of Englishmen - mature? (7)

16 Vegetable surprise on a plate! (4)

19 * 5 cries of pain? (4)

21 * Heartless creature is 3, 11 or 29, perhaps (4,3)

24 It may rise with the explosive cost of sculpture? (5,4)

25 * Nestled in the Hebrides (5)

26 * Right eye, say, no good - 4/20 sight? (5)

27 * Creep about? No, it's over (9)

28 Cheaply bled red, as regularly sliced by these? (8)

29 A man is a handsome young man (6)

Down

1 Find record has finished (8)

2 * Girl gets wind up (8)

3 * Gravity and space (5)

5 Forever playing real tennis without sin (7)

6 * Need to eat every other 11 with topping of sugar (9)

7 Measure acceleration of everyone running (6)

8 Annoying entry in game show (6)

9 With a bit of soap, he would get cleaned (6)

15 Quality of fine wine and it's drinker? (4,5)

17 Manoeuvre doesn't start with one on drive (8)

18 Raging fires. Non? Oui! (8)

20 Fought small - a punch up that gets bloody? (7)

21 By the shore, getting a bit of light to add some colour? 
Just opposite. (6)

22 * Former Prime Minister's not sick (6)

23 RNA absorbed by state of the body (6)

25 Greek character turns over in bed, like any human? 
(5)


